Summer 2024

16 Apr  No seminar

23 Apr  Natalie Ratcliffe
The mystery of coarse mineral dust transport in observations and models

30 Apr  Joy Singarayer
TBD

7 May  Guest speaker: Aïda Diongue-Niang
National Agency for Civil Aviation and Meteorology, Senegal
IPCC AR6 WGI Lead Author and AR7 WGI Vice-Chair
Climate change in Africa: observed/projected changes and knowledge gaps

14 May  Adam Gainford
Nature vs Nurture: Understanding the impact of the driving ensemble on under-dispersive convective-scale precipitation forecasts

21 May  Hannah Croad
Fundamental mechanisms of summer-time Arctic cyclone growth and sea ice interaction

28 May  Ieuan Higgs
Complex network and machine learning to improve marine ecosystem modelling and data assimilation

4 June  James Weber
The composition and climate impacts of widescale tree planting

For additional information contact:
Jake Aylmer (j.aylmer@reading.ac.uk) and Dan Shipley (daniel.shipley@reading.ac.uk)
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Tuesdays at 13:00–13:50 in GU01
and on Teams / Meteorology All / Internal (Tuesday) Seminar Series